TestStream®
Scenario Definition System
for Cerner Millennium™

Keep your health
care systems
in check

End-to-end validation for your entire Millennium system
Ensuring that process flows are seamless and accurate across all
parts of your organization’s Cerner Millennium system is essential
to patient safety and quality of care. But truly comprehensive
validation is virtually impossible to do manually, given the number
and complexity of potential scenarios.
The TestStream Scenario Definition System allows any operation in one part of the Cerner
Millennium system to be linked to any other part, providing truly integrated, “end-to-end”
patient journey validation.

TestStream Scenario Editor
The TestStream Scenario Definition Editor provides drag and drop access to all operations to be performed,
creating the building blocks of the test case and making it easy for even the non-technical user.

Flexible Process Flows,
Always Up-To-Date
and Accurate

Organizations can use the TestStream Scenario Definition System
to build an unlimited number of flexible process flows that replicate
actual processes in the Cerner Millennium system. For example,
pre-admitting a patient, registering the patient, placing an order,
canceling the order and discharging the patient.
Users also have the flexibility to cover many areas not typically encompassed in standard
TestStream solutions, such as the PAS (Patient Administration System), SurgiNet and HIM.
Processing can be repeated again and again to verify the system after changes and upgrades.
The Scenario Definition System ensures that entire scenario sequences are always accurate
and reflect changes to the underlying Cerner system. Suppose, for example, a scenario
includes ordering a cholesterol procedure that is later inactivated and replaced with a
diﬀerent name. TestStream will automatically detect this and alert the tester to this change.
Alternatives to the replacement will be suggested and, when changed, the entire
scenario sequence will be automatically updated to take this new name, and potential order
entry format and order processing, into account. So the scenario definition always remains
accurate and up-to-date, with no extra effort.

How the
System
Works

Each “action” within the Scenario Definition System provides
access to a specific operation that can be performed anywhere
within the Cerner Millennium system. With 850 individual actions
to date, virtually every aspect of the system can be tested. New
actions are continually added in response to client requests and
to new functionality within Cerner Millennium, so the coverage
of the system continues to increase.
Scenario Definition System actions are intelligent, presenting information for complete
control over the operation to be performed, while removing the need to handle mundane
tasks such as how to login and how to get to the appropriate area to be tested. Utilizing
the same intelligence system within TestStream, each action determines what information
is required for execution, and provides suitable default values, so that it becomes a case
of simply filling in the blanks only when the default is to be overridden.
The Scenario Definition System presents individual actions or operations in groups, each
relating to the specific area of the Cerner Millennium system. All TestStream vendor Scenario
Definition Systems are linked, so that when another set of TestStream solutions outside of
Cerner Millennium is installed, such as Epic or Sunquest, the process flows created can include
actions from diﬀerent systems, for a complete, integrated process flow when installed on the
same machine. So, for example, a patient could be registered in Epic, then an order for the
patient might be processed in Cerner Millennium, and the charges for the order verified in
McKesson— all within a single Scenario Definition.

Scenario Definition
that Can Span the
Breadth of Your System

The TestStream Scenario Definition System delivers processing
actions for the following areas:
Anatomic Pathology
Provides access to control every aspect of the case and specimen management.

Blood Bank
Covers every aspect of blood bank validation. Providing dozens of actions and available
process flow processing operations, including inventory operations, both blood product
and derivatives, ordering, crossmatch processing, inventory management and label
processing, and more.

Charge Services
Allows charging and credit follow-up from activities performed throughout the rest of the
system, allowing complete integration.

FirstNet - Chart/Provider Processing
Allows access to the areas within FirstNet that deal with a patient’s chart and provider
management.

FirstNet - Orders
Allows access to the areas within FirstNet that deal with order and medication management.

FirstNet - Patient Management
The FirstNet – Patient Management processing section provides dozens of actions that
allow access to the areas within FirstNet that deal specifically with patient management.

Integration Control
Provides access to external tools and operations, such as executing Microsoft Windows
commands, command files, and scripts within test tools installed on the testing machine,
allowing operations external to TestStream to be controlled within a single scheduled
process flow.

PAS Processing
Allows access to all patient management activities in the system, allowing complete access
to combine operations and covering every registration conversation built in the system.

PathNet
Allows access for control of all aspects of the general laboratory and microbiology processing.

Pharmacy
Allows complete control over the Cerner Millennium Pharmacy system and includes dozens
of actions to provide complete coverage for every aspect of the pharmacy patient and
medication management.

PMOffice Management
Allows document verification and waitlist processing to be integrated into the patient
journey.

Powerchart Office - Chart Processing
Allows access to the areas within Powerchart Office that deal with a patient’s chart.

Powerchart Office - Medications/Orders
Allows access to the areas within Powerchart Office that deal with order and medication
management.

Powerchart Office - Patient Management
Provides dozens of actions that allow access to the areas within Powerchart Office that
deal specifically with patient management.

Powerchart - Chart Processing
Provides hundreds of individual actions, allowing access to every part of the patient’s
chart, including AdHoc charting (covering PowerForms completely), form browser
and many chart request operations, proxy and staff assignments and relationship
management to name just a few.

Powerchart - Medications/Orders
Provides hundreds of individual actions, allowing access to every part of the order and
medication management and CPOE system, covering the complete order process from
home medication definitions, accept and reject operations, ordering, rescheduling,
cancelation of orders, etc. Complete tasks processing following on from the order
processing is covered along with EMar dose processing, results inquiry and review.

Powerchart - Patient Management
Provides hundreds of individual actions, allowing access to every part of the patient
management processing, including allergy and alert management, diagnosis processing,
immunization, problems and procedures, etc.

ProFile
Provides access to the many aspects of the ProFile and HIM system, including processing
through patient and visit notes, creating new media, patient tracking and chart coding
management.

Radiology
Allows exams, nuclear medicine, CT’s, X-Rays, MRI’s etc. to be processed and validated
through the system.

Scenario Control
Provides access to functionality that can be used to control the scenario flow.

Scheduling
Allows the standard scheduling sequence to be validated starting from the appointment
through the check-in and check-out events.

SurgiNet – Chart Processing
Allows access to the areas within SurgiNet that deal with a patient’s chart, covering AdHoc
charting (covering PowerForms completely), Cardex, complete Perioperative Documentation
processing, relationship management and more.

SurgiNet – Orders
Allows access to the areas within SurgiNet that deal with order management, covering the
complete order process, including home medication definitions, accept and reject operations, ordering, rescheduling and cancelation of orders and more.

SurgiNet - Patient Management
Provides dozens of actions that allow access to the areas within SurgiNet that deal specifically
with patient management, including allergy, alert, diagnosis, immunization, problems and
procedures and more.

Put TestStream
to work for your
organization

Only TestStream Scenario Definition allows you to automatically
validate process flows across your entire Cerner Millennium system.
To learn more about us:
Web: www.vedanthealth.com 		
Corporate offices: Vedant Incorporated
4845 Pearl East Circle, Suite 101
Boulder, CO 80301

Email: info@vedanthealth.com
Toll Free: 800-714-4900
Phone: 720-874-9781
Fax: 720-398-3399

Vedant Health: Your true partner in improving patient care
Testing and validation technology is what we do at Vedant Health.
But what’s at the heart of our mission—and always has been—is a
passion for helping healthcare organizations save and improve their
patients’ lives.
For three decades, Vedant Health has provided quality assurance solutions for organizations
around the world. We’re a large but close-knit team, with deep and extensive experience in
the testing technology and healthcare worlds. We look forward to talking with you about
your quality assurance needs, and how we can help.

Our History of Innovation

1986

1996

2005

2014

We created the first
of a new generation
of test tools with
the award-winning
V-TEST product
set. The V-TEST
innovation continues
today under the
OpenSTA opensource product.

We started testing
healthcare systems
and found that the
typical test tool
and script approach
could not handle
the complexities of
healthcare systems.
TestStream and
its revolutionary
intelligence
system launched.

Moving on from
validating airline,
banking, insurance,
government and
space-destined
systems, we made
the commitment
to concentrate
solely on healthcare.

Vedant Health is
reborn, bringing a
fresh approach to
quality management.
TestStream continues
to validate healthcare
systems throughout
the world.
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